Introduction 49
When performing repetitive movements such as walking and cycling, the human central nervous system 50 coordinates different neural commands to form patterns of alternating muscular activations that are 51 mostly automated. The planning and voluntary adjustments of the motor plan take place in supraspinal 52 areas and the cortex (Caggiano et al. 2018; Drew 1988; Jordan et al. 2008; Takakusaki 2013 ) while the 53 muscular pattern formation and the timing of activation is mostly regulated at the spinal level (Caggiano 54 et al. 2018; Grillner 2003; Kiehn 2016; 2006) . During walking, if a visual discrepancy (Logan et al. 55 fully clear which circuits are adapted during locomotor adaptations and, since most experimental 76 paradigms alter the balance requirements during the task, if such adaptations are hardwired or a response 77 to a behavioral trigger such as maintaining a long-term stable gait pattern. 78
This latter point is specifically of interest given the fact that locomotor adaptations have proved to be a 79 valuable tool for clarifying the organization of the neural circuits controlling the lower limbs during 80 repetitive movements in humans. In their seminal work, Choi In this work we propose a novel method for the study of lower limb motor adaptations based on 90 asymmetric cycling. In this method we introduce small temporal or spatial asymmetries in the cycling 91 pattern of healthy individuals during exercises on a stationary bike to verify the presence of locomotor 92 adaptations and study the associated neuromuscular correlates (MacLellan et al. 2014). Temporal 93 asymmetries are introduced by slightly altering the relative angle between the crank arms of the cycling 94 system, while spatial asymmetries are introduced by altering the length of one of the two crank arms. 95
This approach allows us to study automatic reactions, if any occur, to alterations in the normal temporal 96 and spatial organization of repetitive lower limb movements without introducing perturbations that may 97 directly affect balance. Conceivably, introducing an asymmetry in the timing of activation of the two 98 legs disrupts the coordination of the rhythmic components of the CPGs. On the other hand, the spatial 99 asymmetry modifies the muscular requirements for the task and may translate in modifications in the 100 layer of the CPGs regulating the co-recruitment of the different muscles. Observing motor adaptations 101 in one or both of these components may help to identify which of the neural circuits that control lower 102 limb movements are automatically adapted even in the absence of a behavioral primer such as a balance 103 threat. Herein we studied the presence of motor adaptation during the previously described two Participants. Fourteen healthy individuals (7 females; 26.1 ± 3.0 years old, 171.6 ± 6.7 cm, 64.2 ± 7.3 111 kg) volunteered to participate in the experiments. All participants reported their right leg to be the 112 dominant one, intended as the leg they would use to kick a ball. Inclusion criteria consisted of the 113 absence of neurological, orthopaedic or cognitive impairments that would in any way affect the 114 execution of the experiment. Only two out of fourteen subjects routinely used clipless pedals when 115 cycling (recreationally or for commute), while all the others utilized standard pedals. All the 116 experimental procedures described in the following have been approved by the Ethical Committee of 117
University College Dublin and have been conducted according to the WMA's declaration of Helsinki. 118
All subjects gave written informed consent before participating in this study. 119
Experimental Procedures. All tests were performed by each participant in a single experimental session. 120
Participants were instructed to refrain from vigorous physical activity within 2 hours before testing. 121
During the experimental session each participant underwent two sessions of cycling, each relative to a 122 different symmetry perturbation. All cycling exercises were performed using a standard training 123 cycloergometer (Lode BV, Groningen, The Netherlands). The pedals of the cycloergometer were 124 equipped with straps that were used to solidly attach the feet of the subjects to the pedal during the 125
experiments. 126
One symmetry perturbation (Angle experiment) consisted in a 10° clockwise (with respect to the right 127 leg) modification in the angle between the two crank arms. This was achieved by using a custom metal 128 plate directly attached to the end of the right crank arm (Figure 1) . The other symmetry perturbation 129 (Length experiment) consisted in a shortening of the right crank arm by 2.3 cm. This was obtained by 130 attaching a commercial shortening system (Pulse Crank Shortener Highpath Engineering Ltd., Tring, 131 UK) to the right crank arm (Figure 1) . The "unperturbed" (where right is the perturbed side and left the 132 unperturbed one) crank arm length was equal to 17 cm. Both asymmetries were designed to be very 133 small and barely acknowledgeable by the subjects, in order not to modify too much the normal 134 biomechanics of cycling and so that potential adaptation behaviors would be involuntary. In both 135 experiments the participants were asked to cycle for 5 minutes without asymmetries (baseline, BL), 136 followed by 10 minutes of asymmetric cycling (adaptation, AD) and concluded each experiment with 5 137 minutes of symmetric cycling (post-adaptation, PA, Figure 1 ). Between each phase of each experiment 138 the participants were allowed 5 minutes of rest, that were used to modify the pedal setup (e.g. to add or 139 remove the asymmetries). Participants were specifically asked not to walk during the resting period 140 between AD and PA to avoid possible washouts. Between the two experiments each participant was 141 given a 20 minutes break. The two experiments were randomized across subjects with half of the 142 subjects performing the Angle experiment first. In all phases of both experiments the cycloergometer 143 was set at a constant torque equal to 6.5 Nm. This value was chosen so to keep the participant engaged 144 while minimizing the possibility of muscle fatigue. Subjects were asked to reach as soon as possible and 145 maintain a recreational pace of 75 revolutions per minute (rpm) during all phases of the experiments. 146
Visual feedback on their pace was presented to them on the digital screen of the cycloergometer. Before 147 the beginning of the first experiment the position of the saddle was adjusted to 109% of the inseam 148 length between saddle and pedal in a pushed down position. This distance ensures optimal performance 149 and safety for the locomotor system (Hamley and Thomas 1967; Peveler et al. 2007 ). Throughout the 150 duration of both experiments, subjects were asked to keep their arms on the handles of the 151 cycloergometers and to limit movements of the trunk. 152 then computed for each segment as the square root of the sum of the squares of the x and y components 178 of acceleration. As both the speed and the torque of each cycling exercise were fixed, changes in the 179 accelerometer data were investigated as changes in the shape of the sagittal acceleration pattern across 180 the different cycles. Specifically, we used as metric the position of the minimum sagittal acceleration 181 that was determined to be robust in capturing asymmetry-driven changes in preliminary analyses (data 182 on other metrics not shown). To investigate for possible exponential adaptive behaviors, as the one 183 usually expected during locomotor adaptation and washout of adaptation (Cajigas et al. 2017) , an 184 exponential function was fitted on the median (across subjects) data from the AD and PA phases. The 185 exponential function was fitted using a least square method and was in the form: 186
The time constant of the exponential, intended as the number of cycles needed for the exponential to 188 reach its plateau, was estimated as 3/. We also analysed for differences in the position of the peak 189 acceleration during different phases of the experiments, nominally late BL, early AD, late AD and early 190 PA. In this and all subsequent analyses "early" sections were constituted by the average of the first 50 191 cycles while "late" sections by the average of the last 50 cycles of a specific phase of each experiment. 
where E is a × envelope matrix (mnumber of muscles, tnumber of samples used); W is a × 209 synergy vectors matrix (snumber of modules) containing the relative weights of each muscle within 210 each synergy; H is a × activation pattern (AP) matrix; r is a root mean square residual error that 211 describes difference between reconstructed envelope matrix and original one. The NNMF algorithm was 212 applied to epochs consisting of consecutive bouts of 10 cycles concatenated together. The quality of 213 reconstruction was measured using the variance accounted for (VAF): 214
where SSE is sum of squared errors and SST is total sum of squares. 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test). 234
Changes in the acceleration patterns due to the asymmetries could also be caused by modifications in 235 the activation level of the different muscles during a cycle. To capture this, we assessed changes in the 236 amount of the muscular activity of all 16 muscles in the two experiments. This analysis was based on 237 the calculation of the integrated EMG (iEMG) from the average envelope of each muscle in each epoch. 
Results

246
All accelerometer and EMG data were checked for quality before analysis. Subjects with poor EMG or 247 accelerometer data (that is, data that presented either discontinuities due to wireless disconnections or Table 1 ). At the beginning of the PA phase we observed 273 an after-effect opposite in direction with respect to the original peak shift observed at the beginning of 274 AD. This translates in a shift forward in the peak of the acceleration up to about 46.0% of the cycle. We 275 observed a slow exponential behavior (time constant equal to 166 cycles) related to the washout of the 276 adapted behavior. A non-parametric Friedman test was conducted to assess for statistically significant 277 changes in the peak of acceleration across the different phases of the experiment. The test rendered a 278
Chi-squared value of 15.24 which was significant (p<0.01). Post-hoc analysis, based on Dunn Sidak's 279 test, showed that the position of the peak in early AD was statistically different than its corresponding 280 values at late BL (p < 0.01) and early PA (p < 0.01). 281
TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE 282
In the Length experiment we again observed an exponential shift in the peak of the sagittal acceleration 283 ( Figure 3B ) during the adaptation phase. As for the Angle experiment, BL was characterized by 284 consistent values of peak acceleration (45.2 ± 1.6 % of the cycle). At the beginning of the AD phase we 285 observed an initial anticipation in the peak value of acceleration (42.4 ± 7.0 % in the first cycle of AD) 286 that was exponentially shifted back close to the BL value by the end of AD. The time constant for this 287 exponential behavior was estimated to be equal to 10 cycles (Table 1) . At the beginning of PA, instead 288 of an after-effect opposite to the original error at the beginning of AD as expected in a motor adaptation 289 model and as observed in the Angle experiment, we observed once again a backward shift in the peak 290 of the acceleration, in a behavior almost identical to the one observed during the AD phase. This 291 exponential behavior was characterized by a time constant of about 11 cycles, similar to the one observed 292 in the AD phase ( Table 1) . Statistical analysis on the first/last 50 cycles of the different phases did not 293
show statistically significant differences in the average position of the peak acceleration (Friedman's 294 test, Chi-squared value = 1.79, p = 0.62), as the initial changes in peak position at the beginning of AD 295 and PA were not captured in this analysis due to the shortness of the relative exponential behaviors (10 296 cycles, against a window of analysis of 50 cycles) and to the fact that the initial shift was perfectly 297 compensated for. It is possible that by shortening the window of analysis to 10 cycles we would have 298 observed statistically significant changes in position between early and late AD. Nevertheless, we 299 decided to keep the window of observation consistent across the different analyses to make the results 300 as much comparable as possible between the different measures (accelerometer, EMG and synergies). 
327
In both experiments we observed qualitative changes in the APs of the synergies modules that were 328 mostly characterized by small changes in amplitude and peak timing in the cycling pattern (Figure 6A  329 and 6B). In the Angle experiment, in a visual analysis of Fig. 6A , we noted progressive changes in APs 330 amplitude in synergies 2, 3 and 4 on the left side and in all synergies on the right side. Moreover, we 331 observed progressive shifts in the activation timing of the APs of Synergies 2 and 3 for the right side. 332
These changes reflect a progressive anticipation of the activity of the calf muscles and of the BF during 333 the cycle that possibly translates into an anticipation of ankle plantar flexion and knee flexion during 334 the cycle, necessary to compensate the anticipation in peak acceleration. In the Length experiment we 335 again observed progressive changes in synergy amplitude on most of the synergies on both sides, but 336 we did not observe clear shifts in the position of the APs. In order to capture quantitatively the shifting 337 of the APs we calculated the lag of the cross-correlation functions between the average APs during BL 338 and those calculated in all the epochs of the experiment (with particular focus on late baseline, early and 339 late adaptation and early post-adaptation). In the Angle experiment (Figure 7) we did not observe shifts 340 in the position of the APs for the synergies of the left leg, with median values of lags around 0 through 341 all phases of the experiment for all the 5 synergies. On the right leg, however, we observed clear 342 progressive shifts in AP position for synergies 2 and 3, as already qualitatively observed from Fig. 6A . 343
For these synergies we observed a gradual anticipation of the APs during the AD phase that quickly 344 stabilizes around a plateau value and is quickly washed out at the beginning of the PA phase. 345
Statistical analysis confirmed these observations. On the left side, the results of the Friedman's tests 346 performed on the average lag calculated in late BL, early and late AD and early PA for all synergies did 347 not result in the observation of statistically significant changes (Chi-squared 2.26, p = 0.52 for Synergy 348 1, Chi-squared 2.04, p = 0.56 for Synergy 2, Chi-squared 3.64, p = 0.30 for Synergy 3, Chi-squared 349 4.05, p = 0.26 for Synergy 4, Chi-squared 1.79, p = 0.62 for Synergy 5). On the right side, we observed 350 statistically significant differences in lag in Synergy 2 and Synergy 3 (Chi-squared 9.7, p = 0.02 for 351
Synergy 2, Chi-squared 10.71, p = 0.01 for Synergy 2). Post-hoc analysis revealed statistically 352 significant changes between late AD and early PA in Synergy 2 (p = 0.018) and between late BL and 353 both early and late AD in Synergy 3 (p =0.027 and p = 0.043 respectively). The other synergies on the 354 right side did not present statistically significant changes (Chi-squared 6.97, p = 0.07 for Synergy 1, 355
Chi-squared 2.25, p = 0.52 for Synergy 4, Chi-squared 3.39, p = 0.33 for Synergy 3). In the Length 356 experiment (Figure 8) we did not observe shifts in the AP of all the synergies on both the left (Chi-357 squared 3.15, p = 0.37 for Synergy 1, Chi-squared 1.24, p = 0.74 for Synergy 2, Chi-squared 4.53, p = 358 0.21 for Synergy 3, Chi-squared 1.11, p = 0.77 for Synergy 4, Chi-squared 1.79, p = 0.62 for Synergy 359 5) and right sides (Chi-squared 3.24, p = 0.36 for Synergy 1, Chi-squared 2.69, p = 0.44 for Synergy 2, 360
Chi-squared 0.43, p = 0.93 for Synergy 3, Chi-squared 0.84, p = 0.84 for Synergy 4, Chi-squared 5.7, p 361 = 0.12 for Synergy 5). 362 was based on the calculation of the percentage changes (with respect to its average value at BL) of the 366 iEMG calculated from each epoch. In the Angle experiment the introduction of the asymmetry did not 367 correspond with clear increases or decreases in muscular activity (Figure 9) . We observed a trend of 368 increase in EMG activity in the left Sol and in the right GMax, BF and Sol (these muscles also presented 369 increased variability). However, none of these muscles presented statistically significant changes in 370 iEMG across the different phases of the exercise (Chi-squared and p-values omitted for brevity). In the 371 Length experiment (Figure 10) , once again, we did not observe clear changes in iEMG across the 372 different muscles of the left leg, and all comparisons were shown to be not significant (Chi-squared and 373 p-values omitted for brevity). In the right leg, however, we observed a clear decrease in iEMG activity 374 for the GM muscle that corresponded exactly with the AD phase. These changes were shown to be 375 statistically significant (Chi-squared = 22.24, p < 0.01). Post-hoc analysis revealed statistically 376 significant differences between iEMG calculated at late BL and both early and late AD (p < 0.01 in both 377 cases) and between early PA and both early and late AD (p = 0.014 and p < 0.01) respectively. None of 378 the other muscles on the right leg showed statistically significant differences in iEMG across the 379 different phases of the experiment (Chi-squared and p-values omitted for brevity). 380 In the two experiments herein presented, we investigated if small asymmetries in the angle and length 384 of the crank arms of the pedals during cycling translate into motor adaptations. We found that altering 385 the angle between the two pedals leads to a progressive shift in the crank acceleration that is consistent 386 with a motor adaptation, intended as a progressive update of the motor plan, and presents an opposite 387 after-effect once the asymmetry is removed. This adaptation appears to be mainly obtained by 388 modulating the timing of activation of some of the synergies on the "perturbed" side (herein indicating 389 the right side, where the asymmetries were introduced, although we acknowledge that, at least for the 390 angle experiment, it is not possible to strictly define a perturbed side). For the length asymmetry, we 391 observed a behavior characterized by a fast exponential response that is equivalently (in magnitude, 392 timing and side) observed in both adaptation and post-adaptation. At the neuromuscular level, for the 393 Length experiment, we did not observe changes in the timing of the muscle synergies. However, we 394 observed a sudden step-like decrease in the overall activity of the right GM muscle as the asymmetry is 395
introduced. The activity of the muscle returned to normal once the asymmetry was removed. The lack 396 of an opposite after-effect during post-adaptation in the accelerometer data and the lack of an adaptive 397 behaviour (intended as an exponential change) in the neuromuscular data suggest the compensations 398 observed in the Length experiment are not consistent with a predictive feedforward motor adaptation. 399 Angle experiment, insights into possible adaptation mechanisms. In the Angle experiment we observed 400 an adaptation-like behavior that is reflected, at the biomechanical level, by a shift in the peak of the 401 sagittal acceleration of the crank arm. This adaptation converges in about 25 cycles, and is characterized, 402 at the neuromuscular level, by a similarly timed exponential shift in the activation of the 2 synergies on 403 the perturbed side, whose activation patterns peak at the dead bottom of the cycle. The adaptation that 404
we observe for the Angle experiment produces a small after-effect at the biomechanical level after the 405 asymmetry is removed (Figure 2) , while no step-like changes are observed at the neuromuscular level 406 at the beginning of PA. The lack of step-like changes in the muscular activity when the asymmetry is 407 removed confirms that the biomechanical aftereffect is caused by an adaptation of the motor plan. In 408 fact, when the asymmetry is removed the motor plan is optimized for rejecting the perturbation but not 409 for "unperturbed" cycling. This discrepancy causes the biomechanical aftereffect and triggers the 410 washout (that is, in fact, a re-optimization of the motor plan to the unperturbed condition) that we 411 observed both at the biomechanical ( Figure 2 ) and neuromuscular (Figure 7 , synergies 2 and 3) levels. 412
It is worth noticing that the exponential expression of motor adaptations is caused by the progressive 413 decrease in biomechanical error driven by the cycle-by-cycle update of the internal models driving the Length experiment, potential influence of spinal reflexes. In the Length experiment we observed, at the 430 biomechanical level, an initial anticipation in the peak of the sagittal acceleration of the crank arm that 431 is quickly (time constant equal to 10 cycles) shifted back to its baseline value and does not present an 432 opposite after-effect but an almost identical behavior also during PA. At the neuromuscular level, as 433 expected, we did not observe noticeable temporal adjustments in the synergies APs (Figure 8) , as the 434 timing between the two legs had been left unaltered. We instead observed a localized response that was 435 characterized by a step-like decrease in activity in the gastrocnemius medialis muscle during the AD 436 phase. This decrease was equally discarded in a step-like manner once the asymmetry was removed 437 (Figure 10) . The behavior we observe in the Length experiment is more consistent with a feedback 438 response rather than a feedforward motor adaptation. Locomotor adaptations have been shown to be 439 former are fast adjustments that do not yield an aftereffect once the perturbation is removed (as in the 441 case of the GM in the Length experiment), while the latter are slower adjustments that are progressively 442 learned, consistently with the update of a motor plan, and produce an after effect in the opposite direction 443 (as we observed in the acceleration patterns for the Angle experiment). In this interpretation in the 444
Length experiment we observe a purely feedback response to the asymmetry that is localized in the GM 445 muscle and that is quickly discarded as the asymmetry is removed. This response is likely caused by the 446 On the other hand, in the Length experiment, it was expected that the asymmetry would alter the relative 471 contribution of the different muscles to the task. In fact, Ranganathan et al. (Ranganathan et al. 2016 ) 472 showed, in a conceptually similar task performed while walking in the Lokomat device, that adjustments 473 to different kinematical demands can be obtained by changing the modular structure of the synergies. 474
Indeed, we observed a decrease in activity only in the GM muscle during AD (Figure 10) , that is 475 reflected in the small fluctuations in the weight of this muscle in Synergies 2 and 3 (Figure 5) . 476
Interestingly, these changes are evident and significant only for GM, although also the TA, the 477 antagonist of GM, shows a qualitative decrease in activity. However, the decrease in activity that we 478 observed in the GM muscle is not paired with a similar decrease in its main synergistic companions (Sol 479
in Synergy 2 and BF in Synergy 3), indicating that such behaviour cannot be modelled as the decrease 480 in activation of one or more synergies. The results of the Length experiment could suggest then that the 481 contribution of the different muscles to the synergies can be slightly modulated in response to altered 482 task demands. This could be caused by a modulation in the second layer of the CPGs, that supposedly 483 controls muscular pattern formation (Zhong et al. 2012) . A perhaps more plausible explanation of our 484 results could be that the shorter pedal length induces a change in the length of the GM muscle during its 485 force-production phase and that the decrease in activity of the muscle is due to an adjustment of its 486 activation in response to the different length-tension relationship. 487
Conclusions. The results herein presented show that feedforward motor adaptations in the lower limbs 488 are present in response to small temporal asymmetries during cycling, while spatial asymmetries elicit 489 feedback compensations. The adaptations we observe are present when balance is not directly 490 compromised and when the kinematic error cannot be compensated for. Our results suggest that the 491 neural circuits controlling the timing of the legs during repetitive movements adapt to maintain specific 492 symmetry features in the unilateral muscular activation patterns. Moreover, we show that synergies 493 modules can be modified in response to altered task demands. 494
Limitations: There are some limitations in our study that need to be addressed. First, we only used the 495 data from the accelerometers and the timing of the cycles to characterize the biomechanical properties 496 of adaptation in both experiments. It is possible that other aspects of the adaptation processes may be 497 missed in this setup, such as internal foot deformations and changes in pedal and ankle rotation. We 498 acknowledge that, in order to fully characterize the biomechanical characteristics of the adaptation 499 process we tried to characterize at the neuromuscular level, a more comprehensive setup consisting of 500 motion capture and force/angle-sensing pedals would be needed. Although our neuromuscular analysis 501 suggests otherwise, we cannot exclude that a more comprehensive setup would unravel clear adaptation 502 behaviors also for the Length experiment. The asymmetries that we tested were extremely small when 503 compared to the biomechanics of cycling and we cannot then claim that the feedforward/feedback 504 responses that we observed are functional. Our experimental design included a 5 minutes break between 505 the phases of each experiment. We specifically asked subjects to remain seated and not to walk or cycle 506 
